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HENRY HOLMES SMITH 

-Selected Critical Articles -

"Photography," Henry Holmes Smith said in 1963, "has joined the adult 

languages," and for more than three decades he has been one of its pioneer 
linguists, developing various modes for the discussion and appreciation of 

photographs. His uncompromising integrity toward the art of photography 

has been one of the primary nourishments of this medium during its maturation. 
He was born in 1909 and began photographing at the age of 14. In 1937 

Moholy-Nagy invited him to teach at the New Bauhaus in Chicago, which he 

did until the school folded the following year. He began, in 194 7, his own pro

gram in photography at Indiana University, Bloomington, and initiated a year 

later one of the first university courses in the history of photography. Among 
his students have been Jerry Uelsmann, Jack Welpott, Betty Hahn, Jerrold 

Maddox, Robert Forth and Robert Fichter. In 1959 Professor Smith organized 

the important exhibition "Photographers' Choice." Out of this ef
f

ort came the 

short-lived, but innovative, Photographers' Exhibition Service and its joint 

organization Photographers' Service Trust Fund, both of which were dedicated 

to research, exhibition, and publication in the service of photography. Pro

fessor Smith continued to teach at Indiana University until the Spring of 1977 

when he retired. 

The Center for Creative Photography wishes to thank Henry Holmes 

Smith for placing here significant material relating to his career. Additional 

material has also come from the Wynn Bullock archive, from Carl Chiarenza, 

from Robert Fichter and from other students of Professor Smith. The most 

complete chronology and bibliography of his career can be found in Henry 

Holmes Smith's Art: Fifty Years in Retrospect, an unpublished catalog of his 

Fiftieth Anniversary Retrospective Exhibition in the Indiana University Art 

Museum during the Fall of 1973. 
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XI ZERO IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

Xi Zero is the name of an atomic particle with no electrical charge. It leaves 

no tracks to be photographed in cloud chamber "events." Yet scientists re

cently made seventy-thousand photographs in an attempt to obtain evidence 

about it. In one of those pictures, evidence of this particle was deduced from 

effects that show "the motions of known particles to be peculiarly skewed by 

something." 

Although this discovery was announced to the general public, the search 

for this evidence was made entirely within the scientific community, and the 

motivation for the search was professional. The general public was not con

sulted as to the importance of the work; nor was it given any opportunity to 

pass on the validity of the evidence. 

Ought not the photographer professionally concerned with his art to take 

a leaf or two from the practice of these scientists? First, is there not some 

motive for his studying with care, perhaps subjecting to rigorous analysis, the 

body of work produced by his peers in photography? Is there not a great deal 

to be learned from them? Second, should he not stop thinking like a member 

of the general public when he looks at pictures? Only thus can he deal profes

sionally with photographs that show the world of everyday events to be "pe

culiarly skewed by something." Usually this "something" will turn out to be 

the authentic vision of an original artist. The only photographer not profes

sionally interested in such vision is a dead one. 

Third, might he not give as much time and thought to improving his skill 

in understanding what his fellow photographers can do with ideas, as he does 

in learning what the latest technological advances can do without ideas? 

Most of this activity must be done photographer to photographer, just as 

the scientist makes his studies within his own group. Such study is of little 

general interest to the larger public, but ought to be of immense professional 

interest to every alert photographer. 

Without such interest, photography is indeed weak and empty. Lacking 

motives of this order, most photographers behave like lackies and peddlers 

and photography is hardly worth calling an art and cannot be called a profession. 

Originally published in Photographer's Choice, no. 1 (Spring 1959). 
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND PUBLIC 

Fit audience find, though few. -Milton 
Where none admire, 'tis useless to excel. -Lyttelton 

An audience comes together in mutual anticipation of an experience to be 

shared; in the arts it is usually assembled through the efforts of a patron

exhibitor or patron-publisher. Photography, however, that strange and bastard 

art, suffers a remarkable lack of both the patron and the exhibitor or publisher. 

A victim of its own reputation for honesty, it can find both support and audi

ence for its facts and pseudo-facts, as when a photograph establishes the 

winner of a close horse race. For its expressive genius, however, its images 

of nature's casual and formal richness and its special kinds of visual poetry, 

photography has fewer and less wealthy patrons than those who spend their 

substance in pursuit of old porcelain or postage stamps. 

One might think to establish an audience for the mature photograph by 

seeking out its few and scattered patrons and banding with them to provide 

the methods of publication most appropriate. That aperture exists proves the 

merit of this thought, yet, except for aperture, the photographer stands pretty 

much alone as his own best patron which solves the problem with Twentieth 

Century efficiency and absurdity. 

In the absence of an ideal audience, with generous intelligence and purse 

to match, what may one expect from today's general audience, that majority 

which looks at pictures in the magazines of huge circulation? If one may hope 

to find an audience among these, what will it be like? What shape is it now in? 

What may be done to generate new attitudes toward the photograph within 

this group? 

Picture editors, working for a standard visual image that millions may 

relish in their haste or distraction, have fashioned a language of photography 

that approaches baby talk. Adult attempts to communicate with infants and 

small children rely mainly on verbal exclamations, interjections, meaningless 

repetitions, incomplete expressions and special infantile forms all of which 

would embarass or disconcert both the performer and any exclusively adult 

audience. Much of this is found in picture journalism today. A photograph's 

"impact" turns out to be the visual equivalent of the exclamation or interjec

tion and becomes as monotonous as a baby's cry in the night. A close look at 

the photograph's "storytelling" characteristics reveals that photographs with

out words "tell" the general public only what is already completely familiar; 

this, then, resembles the meaningless repetitions of baby talk. A photograph's 

"appeal" usually shows itself to be a journalistic name for the sensational, 
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trivial, cheaply sensual or banal and morbid. "Unlettered" children neither 

demand nor need baby talk; adults unskilled with pictures need even less 

these infantile visual equivalents. 

In the absence of a publication where genuinely challenging photographs 

may be frequently exhibited to the general public, one must examine other 

means of developing the mature from the infantile. If this problem merits at

tention, the only point of approach is through publishers, art directors, picture 

editors, managing editors, and even advertising agency art buyers. To whom 

do they go to school? They usually say they study with their old patron, "the 

general public." We thus come full swing back to our other possibility, the 

education of some fragment of today's general audience. 

The mature expressive photograph offers only casual and superficial 

communication for a general audience because the audience neither expects 

nor tries to cope with anything like the adult message that is there. This is 

mainly, I think, the result of bad preparation for reading photographs. No one 

has ever assumed that simply because we have eyes and know an alphabet, 

we can automatically read verbal languages. These are taught officially and 

formally by persons familiar with the language. Surely mere possession of the 

sense of sight assures no one that he will automatically become aware of the 

important visual relationships, structures and processes of his three-dimen

sional world, let alone the sophisticated echoes of these as shown in a sig

nificant photograph. That visual experience which enables one to walk safely 

around his home or neighborhood, and makes possible a drive along a highway 

is insufficient for reading and understanding the intelligently developed photo

graphic idea. It would be profitable to test this assertion more thoroughly by 

confronting a group of truck gardeners and vegetable grocers with a series 

of Edward Weston's peppers. Yet in such a test photography has a burden 

not carried even by some Twentieth Century expressionist painting. Even to a 

grocer a painting of a vegetable will usually lead him to "expect" something 

"more" than he would try to find in a photograph made with as much, or even 

more, thought; consequently he would try to bring to the painting a kind of 

"respect" which his box camera has not taught him to have for a photograph. 

The above speculations lead me to believe that photographs today are 

at a point where words were before the dictionary standardized their appear

ance. In those days one might write "loke, looke" and so on for what today 

we write only as "look." Today's images, when expressing an idea by evoca

tion through "design and symbol," come up time after time with variations 

even less similar than the old spelling forms. Out of such a jumble many an 

observer finds it impossible to amass a "glossary" of conventionally related 

effects. Consequently, his "readings" at best will appear strange to him and, 
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at worst, diffuse and weak. They appear strange because they tend to deal 

with the submerged and poetic experience of the individual, experiences most 

persons in our day prefer to face up to only in the presence of their analyst. 

The readings are diffuse and weak because most persons have not learned to 

find and use the common pool of direct experience, both intense in feeling 

and deep in meaning, which would best of all stabilize such poetic inferences. 

A large number of word-trained individuals who possess the interests and 

background to deal with mature and even poetic messages from photographs, 

nevertheless remain indifferent to them. This is clearly a deficiency in their 

schooling, a neglect that constantly becomes more difficult to excuse. It usually 

takes six to twelve years of practice for a native user of the language to gain 

the equipment with which to read works of art written with words. It may 

take even more experience and study to become adept at reading some of the 

more difficult writing in this language. Where yet is similar training for even 

those who are willing to become "readers of photographs"? In addition, pho

tography lacks a coherent body of criticism. Under the circumstances, it is a 

minor miracle that anyone today can actually bring to focus on the expressive 

and poetic photograph enough knowledge and experience to read it all the 

way through. 

In seeking clues on a way to educate an audience, without intruding upon 

the provinces of the school, the general periodicals or even the customs and 

thinking habits of most of the public, perhaps the most profitable place to look 

is in one's own experience. How does anyone close with the actualities of the 

photographic image and find what it may say to him? 

First, he must be willing to look with attention at the image. Second, he 

must work patiently with and think about what he gets from the image. Third, 

he must be willing to turn back to the image for more help. Fourth, he must add 

to what he knows of this image any appropriate part of what he has previously 

learned from other images and directly from the world. To sum it up, he must 

be willing, sometimes even more willing than able. This is one way to draw 

appropriate inferences from complex visual implications. Today the inferences 

may be subtle and inconstant, for general areas of common experience and 

interest tend to thin out with neglect. Yet for one who is willing to work at it, 

the problem is difficult but rewarding. (As it is impossible to teach willingness, 

one may suppose there will be no reluctant scholars in this field in our time.) 

The major constants on which a reader may depend include: 

1. The force with which image ideas are perpetuated among certain kinds 

of photographers and at last become conventional. 

2. The fortunate fact that a photographer dealing with fundamental truths 
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returns to the same truth more than once, using different but related material 

objects as his subject. 

3. The immense "respect" with which the great photographers regard the 

"natural," the "real" and the "exact." 

4. The stability of the conventions with which human experience is ac

cepted and evaluated in any given culture. 

Certainly here are some of the components of a kind of semi-natural 

language, one that I doubt can be taught until it is codified. And I very much 

doubt that as a culture we will take the time to teach it by the direct method. 

Further, I do not agree that to leave out the words is always the "most direct 

contact between pictures and audience." I can hardly wait to read some gen

eral principles on picture reading. I have gained much important insight from 

words about photographs, in aperture and elsewhere, and am not yet ready to 

discount intelligent words about pictures. 

One of the most important steps in training part of the general audience 

is to help any interested person realize the rewards of staying with a difficult 

photograph. I think aperture could usefully publish the experience of someone 

who has noted the way he first responded when he saw a photograph he had 

not seen before, and then has compared this response with what happened 

when he subsequently saw the photograph a day, a week, a month and even 

several years later. Perhaps a small section in aperture should be devoted to 

methods for the detailed reading of a photograph. The possibility of applying 

the methods of the photo interpreters as described by Beaumont Newhall in 

the "Encyclopedia of Photography" (pp. 3848-55) should also be explored. 

In addition, perhaps the master photographers could assemble portfolios 

of small bound books for children to look at. Recently a portfolio of eleven 

photographs of "The West" was issued by the Colorado Springs Fine Arts 

Center and sold for about $1. Could not similar portfolios of appropriate images 

be issued for children? In ten years, a five- or six-year-old may be in your audi

ence. In five years, a ten-year-old may be there. I would also like to see issued 

a paper-backed book of excellent photographs that are really well printed. If 

this could be put on the newsstands for about a dollar, it would be worth the 

attempt. Perhaps some of aperture's cuts could be so used. 

In conclusion, a quotation from Randall Jarrell's recent book "Poetry and 

the Age" is pertinent, if not very comforting: "Most people know about the 

modern poet only that he is obscure ... difficult ... neglected ... They 

... decide that he is unread because he is difficult ... And yet it is not just 

modern poetry, but poetry that is today obscure ... [A survey of reading 

habits indicates that] 48 per cent of all Americans read, during a [recent] 
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year, no book at all. I picture to myself that ... non-reader ... and I reflect 

'Our poems are too hard for him.' But so, too, are 'Treasure Island,' 'Peter 

Rabbit,' pornographic novels - any book whatsoever ... I call to this imagi

nary figure 'Why don't you read books?' -and he always answers, after 

looking at me steadily for a long time: 'Huh?"' 

Perhaps it would be wise to take John Milton's advice and "Fit audience 

find," however few. 

Professor Smith followed this article with a "reading" of a photograph by Minor White. 

Originally published in Aperture 2:3 (1953). Reprinted with permission of Aperture, Inc. 

© Aperture, Inc., 1953. 

MUSEUM TASTE 

AND THE TASTE OF OUR TIME 

Photography attracts some timid followers. They are terrified by the other arts 

and as a consequence make up an audience which avoids visual adventure 

because it is perilous ( which is true) and rejects the possibility of fresh insights 

because that would be unthinkable (which is not true). Even curators some

times admit an eye for photography that is narrow, jaundiced, uncultivated 

or simply blind. 

Only from such persons today can come the injunction to keep photog

raphy uncontaminated by the arts of painting and drawing (and also music, 

literature, theater, motion pictures and the rest, including no doubt the art of 

thinking). Keep clear of all that, we are told, and preserve photography's 

technological virtue (a naive concept at best). Follow the one pure tradition 

established by, of all people, Daguerre (the Billy Rose of Paris in the 1830's) 

and later carried to all parts of the world by other entrepreneurs. Once this 

was a holy war but the fire is out of it. In our time we can see, if only we will 

look, that the purest photography is an art as mixed and conventional as opera 

or a jazz festival, an art raped in her first years by academic taste, inventors' 

squabbles and sheer lack of imagination. 

In my essay "Photography in Our Time: Some Prospects for the Seventh 

Decade" (Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, Bulletin No. 2, 1961) I list some of 
photography's most cherished and arbitrary conventions. Briefly, the conven

tions include: 1, Subjects that "enter upon the picture plane ... and scurry 

about until ... the artist imposes his will and freezes" them in place. 2, 
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Physico-chemical processes that record the image are only under partial 

control, just like growth and aging. "This ... gives the act of making a photo

graph some of the dignity of a natural process." 3, The photograph is thought 

to be a "direct and faithful representation of a natural object." (In this con

vention the commonplace representation of nature is preeminent and many 

extraordinary representations of the same subject are suspect. Further, it 

causes one to neglect the possibility that a photograph may represent above 

all a direct and faithful representation of a human response on the part of the 

photographer.) 4, [Photography] ... is an explicit answer of the sciences of 

physics and chemistry to one aspect of the Renaissance artist's view of nature. 

5, Distortions and aberrations of simple lenses must be corrected according to 

certain conventional rules. (For example, recti-linear representation of vertical 

and horizontal edges that are parallel with a camera's picture plane. This 

correction is neither mathematically the only possible representation nor 
esthetically the only one used in Wes tern European art. So deep-rooted is this 

convention, however, that it has become almost universally confused with 

"visual truth." The Ames experiments and similar studies provide examples 

of other versions of perceptual truth. In photography today, the modes of 

representation in common use for different technological requirements range 

far beyond the drawing of conventional lenses. Our awareness of reality also 

extends into regions first opened to photography in this century.) 

One cannot quarrel with any of these conventions, but they must be recog

nized for what they are. Only when they occupy a position of absolute and ex

clusive privilege in photography need they be challenged. All of them and 

others too are only part of one version of one of contemporary man's most im

portant visual languages. 

I hope to examine these in more detail in another article. It suffices here 

to note a growing restlessness among some younger (and older) photographers 

over the excessive amount of trivia that occupies the minds of late comers to 

purist ranks. Meanwhile those who reject the purist manner do all kinds of 

useful violence to the ancient conventions with a single purpose, to say clearly 

some things that now must be said. The uninformed visitor to "The Art of 

Photography" at Eastman House in Rochester will not learn this there. 

I mean what I say about freedom of choice and action and consequently 

have no quarrel with someone else's preferences. But "The Art of Photog

raphy" is too generous a title for a show of narrow range and I will not praise 

narrowness and call it generous. As I viewed the exhibition in August, 1961, 

I kept wishing it were 1941. Then what an eye-opening, stunning, even in

spiring show this would have been. But not now; it is twenty years too late. We 
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find, however, an excellent demonstration of the difficulty of assembling repre

sentative photographs along several esthetic lines before those positions have 

been clearly aired and sufficiently examined. 

To illustrate, on the one side are the takers, who respect the scientific 

and factual aspects of photography and base their esthetic primarily on direct

ness, explicitness and detail which give us cues pointing unquestionably to the 

everyday world separate from us and undisturbed by our presence. This is 

purism. Fundamentally it is the viewpoint of the natural scientist as I point 

out in my article on Van Deren Coke in Photography Magazine (London) 

November, 1961. The "naturalist" and "anti-naturalist" schools of photog

raphy are contrasted: "For the purist ... Nature and human nature-as 

nearly undisturbed as he can manage-are his subjects. He wants to picture 

them exactly as they were felt when discovered. No naturalist approaches his 

special form of world life with greater reverence or more honest intent to report 

the subject ... 

"The anti-naturalist rejects the naturalist's compulsive respect for nature, 

the implied belief in its ultimate goodness. Instead, he uses thoughts and emo

tions that remind us of what might run through a nature-lover's mind as he is 

hugged by a hungry bear or bitten by a shark ... 

"Man has always shown an almost total incapacity for leaving nature 

alone, and urban man's addiction to rearrangement, pollution and destruction 

is notorious. Where the naturalists find straight photography in harmony with 

their choice of subject matter and themes, urban man has a compulsion to 

adjust photography to his special requirements ... " 

Purism's most popular application is to describe, but it may also praise or 

criticize the external world. It may be merely coincidence that, after Stieglitz, 

the purist's praise is thinner and the bite and edge go out of the imagery. Never

theless in every great picture in this manner, the viewer is aware of an intense 

subjective response on the part of the taker. Overlying this subjectivity and 

concealing it from an unprepared observer is the objectivity for which such 

photographs are often praised. To mask subjectivity in a veil of objectivity is 

misleading and to this extent the purist advocates a subtle, confusing and im

pure form of art. 

On the other side are the makers who emphasize their internal or external 

human experience at whatever cost to familiar views of the everyday world. In 

this work the artifact becomes the center of attention and the everyday world 

is often hard to see. Yet this method provides imagery of great importance for 

mankind. For example consider our ability to be aware simultaneously of con

trasting events that are physically separated in time and space (e.g., I may walk 

along a street in summer, thinking of a time when I was younger and in another 
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place during a severe snowstorm, while I hear passing automobiles and greet 

an acquaintance. Or, whole in body and mind, I may recall an injury). When 

the takers try to deal with such ordinary but complex human experience, they 

must base their image on a ready-made, spontaneous event (undirected and 

not reconstructed). The maker, on the other hand, is free to do his version any 

way he can. The arbitrary, self-imposed restrictions and limitations of the 

purists are obvious. 

Among the makers must be placed those photographers who direct their 

subjects and those who create their subjects (Clarence Laughlin in the first 

instance, Fredrick Sommer in the second). Such work may also be found quite 

early in photography (Hippolyte Bayard's "self portrait as a drowned man," of 

1840 is one of the earliest I know of). 

The Eastman House show has an informative cross section of work by the 

takers; the majority of the photographs can be classified in this traditional 

school of photography. There is a rise in intensity as we approach the Stieglitz 

work of the 1920's and then it tapers off through the next generation as though 

nothing had happened. For this one kind of work it is an accurate criticism. 

The makers fare less well. Robinson and Rejlander are exhibited along 

with Cameron opposite the rugged splendor of photographs from the Geo

graphical and Geological Surveys of the Western United States and some 

familiar work by Brady photographers during the Civil War. This accomplishes 

the intended purpose: demolishing for an uninformed viewer the basic potential 

strength of the esthetic of the maker. It is simple enough to place opposing 

styles of work so that they create a sense of the ridiculous in even a wary visi

tor. And certainly Robinson and Rejlander (and Cameron when she followed 

the esthetic lead of Watts and Tennyson) are in the shoals of feeble motives. 

Yet an inspection of stacks of "straight" photographs of the same period will 

show many other instances of feeble motives. Unfortunately, weak pictures 

abound in every type of photography. 

Something important remains to be shown about the makers; perhaps 

some museum will one day display it. How illuminating it would be to see the 

tableaux of Robinson and Rejlander followed by those of Lejaren and Hiller, 

Steichen and Sarra. Opposite them would be Callahan's multiple exposures, 

Laughlin's fabulous gothic art, Telberg's ingenious, crude, and disturbing 

images of psychic interplay and Sommer's intense and accurate measurements 

of the vast range of reality we are always seeing (when we see it at all) out of 

the corner of our mind's eye. 

In such a show, we could really see where the maker takes us today. That 

way lies some constructive use of first-rate talent and nothing is wasted. The 

motivations of commerce and cheap ambition will be measured against the 
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integrity and perseverance of first-rank artists who continue working in spite 
of inexcusable neglect. 

I doubt that mu'seum taste in photography sums up with any accuracy the 
taste of our time among the persons who seriously practice the art. There are 
many valid reasons for this, one of them being that museum people must always 
keep one eye cocked at the art and the other at the public. That makes it next 
to impossible to see much or well. 

Luckily, refractory art tends to grow in appeal as the eyes that have over
looked it weaken and dim with age. Some day some of it becomes respectable 
or someone with wealth and taste collects it and makes it worth noticing. From 
then on it finds its way onto museum walls. 

Yet, a sobering second thought: why must we be deprived of this imagery 
of dissent? Why should we not see it now? 

Originally published in Aperture 10:2 (1962). Reprinted with permission of Aperture, Inc. © 

Aperture Inc., 1962. 

SOME GUIDEPOSTS TO THE 

APPRECIATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY 

I see signs that photographers are tending to become more mature, to realize 
their responsibilities, gain some insights, and begin to act together for their 
own welfare. In short, photography has joined the adult languages and some 
photographers are earnestly trying to use this language. 

If this supposition is at all true, we may expect a body of work in the next 
generation that will be built intelligently on models perhaps already to be found 
within the art. Old controversies may be resurrected and the energy so re
leased put to work; new conflicts may also put in their truculent appearances. 
All of this is useful, if the basic disagreements are not obscured; if we can be 
certain on what foundations the actions of the opposing parties rest. I propose 
to try to furnish some assistance in uncovering some of those foundations. 

Controversy in photography, life-or-death disputes, are familiar to even 
the casual historian. An important early one was whether or not a photograph 
should be offered to the public in the form in which it left the camera or dark
room. The interplay in this contest was between the portrait photographer and 
the graphic artist producing popular portraits of public figures and their supe-
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riors: the miniaturist and the portrait painter. The latter set standards which 

the photographer simply could not match, whether or not his picture was tinted 

or colored. All he had to offer was an access of detail and a frequently unwanted 

degree of accuracy of likeness. So a first conflict began that is worth our atten

tion for a moment. 

As contemporary illustrations reveal, the victory was a commercial one 

and what has been termed the "mortician's esthetic" triumphed in the studios. 

This left makers of police identification photographs, anthropologists and 

ethnologists, reporters attempting to illustrate conditions that needed correc

tion and sundry scientists as the main exponents of the untouched photograph. 

In the light of this it is not at all surprising that this kind of photography be

came excessively sobersided and humorless. That it survived is a technological 

triumph, not the result of any artistic need on the part of Western culture. That 

it could make any claim to artistic effect was derisively denied. (Except for 

Julia Margaret Cameron, who reveled in the untouched portrait, the artistic 

world saw little value in such crudities.) All this is history and we must not 

explore this murky region to any extent in this place. It can explain, however, 

the hypnotic power of an old question "Is photography art and in what way is 

it an art?" (This question now-a-days, however, generates but little warmth 

and no light whatsoever.) More to the point would be an examination of how the 

controversial polarities that interest photographers arise and what a layman 

can do about such battles when he views them from his grandstand seat. In 

contemplating this problem I was directed by a student to a magnificent ac

count of similar struggles in science. Without stretching the analogy too far, I 

want to present his central point and try to apply it to the controversies in 

photography. Out of that may come a rule of procedure for layman and photog

rapher alike. 

In the preface to "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions," by Thomas S. 

Kuhn (University of Chicago Press, 1962: Volume II, No. 2, Foundations of 

the Unity o
f 

Science) (International Encyclopedia of Unified Science), is this 

remarkable paragraph: (pp. ix-xi) 

Mr. Kuhn received "an invitation to spend a year at the Center for Ad

vanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences . .. in a community composed 

predominantly of social scientists (I faced) unanticipated problems about the 

differences between such communities and those of the natural scientists 

among whom I had been trained .. .. I was struck by the number and extent 

of the overt disagreements between social scientists about the nature of legiti

mate scientific problems and methods. Both history and acquaintance made 

me doubt that practitioners of the natural sciences possess firmer or more 
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permanent answers to such questions than_ their colleagues in social sciences. 

Yet, somehow, the practice of astronomy, physics, chemistry or biology nor

mally fails to evoke the controversies over fundamentals that today often seem 

endemic among, say, psychologists or sociologists. Attempting to discover the 

source of that difference led me to recognize the role in scientific research of 

what I have since called 'paradigms'. These (paradigms) I take to be universally 

recognized achievements that for a time provide model problems and solutions 

to a community of practitioners .... " 

I propose that we adapt this definition to our own field of interest, photog

raphy, and see what it permits us to consider. Our paradigms, then, will be 

1. widely, if not universally, recognized photographic achievements 

2. which, for a time, provide model problems and solutions to a com

munity of photographers. 

Further on in his essay Kuhn suggests that achievements of such magni

tude possess two essential characteristics: 

1. The achievement is sufficiently unprecedented to attract an edur

ing group of adherents away from competing modes of scientific 

activity. 

2. It was at the same time sufficiently open-ended to leave all sorts of 

problems for the redefined group of practitioners. 

In consequence of these two characteristics the paradigm and the prod

ucts of the practitioners implicitly define the legitimate problems and methods 

of a research field for succeeding generations of practitioners. 

How beautifully this applies to photography! How remarkably it enables 

us to account for what is being attempted and the sturdy opposition one finds 

to some other possibilities, that are today largely neglected. 

Kuhn continues: "Achievements that share these two characteristics I 

shall refer to as 'paradigms,' a term that relates closely to 'normal science' 

... I suggest that some accepted examples of actual scientific practice- ex

amples which include law, theory, application and instrumentation together

provide models from which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific 

research ... " 

Given the notion of the universal model, one may reasonably ask "where, 

in photography, are they?" They abound. Let us start with one of the most 

fundamental. 
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REPRESENTATION 

Photography is generally understood to be the art most intimately involved 

with reproducing appearance or likeness directly from an object or visual 

effect. The play of light, or the action of radiation on or through matter is 

rightly assumed to be the central connection between what is presented to the 

camera and what comes out in the photograph. Thus photography which by 

definition is or ought to be inseparable from light is also for most persons 

almost totally ensnared in the concept of "lighted objects." Attached to this 

law as a rider is the popular assumption that this connection between object 

and photograph must necessarily produce a recognizable photographic version 

of that object in the picture. 

A kind of visual Emancipation Proclamation in the 20th Century freed 

photograply from the rider but not from the law. We now are permitted excep

tions which may astonish or delight us. But woe to the portrait photographer 

who works this way. In that mode, for him lies almost total oblivion. Remaining, 

however, is a dictum that some connection between the photograph and the 

objects of everyday experience must be available in even the most obscure 

pictures or we have not been fairly dealt with. 

In what I have said about recognition, I must add at once, lies a law for 

photography the useful art. And this brings us right on round to the first uni

versal paradigm. Representational photography is a useful, nay an almost in

dispensably useful art. Here the laws of accepted usage prevail and I need say 

no more. Except: in its nerveless way, this useful art is found to be borrowing 

constantly from its useless companions to which we must soon turn. And some 

important individuals are finding in "use" (for which you may read "publica

tion in some form") a vindication for that part of photography previously 

rejected. It is almost as though a contractor suddenly finding it possible to 

cover a stucco house with fresco painting immediately discovers that the 

Sistine Ceiling is important. An end to such nonsense. 

Have we been too harsh? Certainly commonplace assumptions about the 

visible world provide convenient pigeon holes for some puolic portion of every 

art. They are useful in widening an audience capable of understanding what is 

being pictured. 

Surely now we know and feel and see much more than the garden variety 

of photography can ever show us. Some photographers believe it would not be 

too much to ask that photography be permitted to extend its powers into other 

realms of human experience. 
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TONE 

In what we have said so far we have referred mainly to the shape-making 

possibilities of lighted objects. We should turn briefly to the mark-making 

potentialities of light itself. Unfamiliar but usefully accurate applications 

abound. Here where marks or degrees of light and dark become signs for sound, 

the sickness of a heart, the record of a change in temperature, and many other 

facts, we enter a world with a structure almost beyond our ken. 

More primitive than that, however, is the plainest fact of all photography 

from its beginning: light makes dark and lightest in the world is darkest in the 

first image (which we have come to call "negative.") 

This turn around of value which so confused Samuel Morse when first he 

used the camera obscura that he abandoned his experiments not able to know 

what to do next, was pointed to by Moholy-Nagy some forty years ago for its 

potential usefulness in the art. We still cling, however, to the convention of 

reversal, putting light in the picture where light was in the subject. Must this 

always be the fate of our imagination? 

THE STRAIGHT PHOTOGRAPH AS PARADIGM 

The authority of the straight photograph rests to a large degree on the 

potentials of representation and conventional lens-guided marking. As a para

digm it may be traced to the earliest work of Daguerre. It has a history as old 

as the camera, for even if the image was impermanent its general character 

could be perceived in the camera obscura before there was any means of fixing 

it permanently or before the concept of the negative-positive system was 

brought to public attention. But this is simple technical history. 

The final authority on which this paradigm rests is to be found in the mas

ter work of eminent 19th Century photographers culminating in the powerful 

work of Alfred Stieglitz. In the 20th Century, the paradigm is reinforced and 

carried forward by Stieglitz, following to some extent the raw power indicated 

in Paul Strand's work of the second decade,. the intensity and monomania of 

Atget, and refined and turned toward other subjects by the elder Weston after 

1919. This should be sufficient authority although it is but a fragmentary list. 

Without the vision of such masters and the force of mind they possessed, 

acquiescence to this model would in all likelihood never have gone far beyond 

the scientists. As it has turned out, however, its widespread adoption has 

placed almost every other paradigm on the defensive. In some cases, it has 

also caused practitioners of this paradigm to adopt some strange conventions 
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to avoid being hedged in by arbitrary and useless restrictions latent in the 

model itself. 

It is probably lack of a range of well-known, accepted paradigms or models 

that prevents more interest in and exploration of other ways of working photo

graphically. The following suggestions as to the helpfulness of paradigms and 

their limitations may throw some light on the problem. 

HOW WE BEHAVE WITH PARADIGMS 

"When we reject one paradigm we are at the same time involved with the 

decision to accept another. The judgment leading to that decision involves the 

comparison of both paradigms with nature and with one another. 

"Novelty emerges only with difficulty, manifested by resistances against 

a background provided by expectation. 

" ... the characteristics of all discoveries from which new sorts of phe

nomena emerge . .. include: ... the previous awareness of anomaly, the 

gradual and simultaneous emergence of both observational and conceptual 

recognition and the consequent change of paradigm categories and procedures 

often accompanied by resistance. There is even evidence that these same 

characteristics are built into the nature of the perceptual process itself. 

"In a psychological experiment ... Bruner and Postman asked experi

mental subjects to identify on short and controlled exposure series of playing 

cards. Many of the cards were normal, but some were made anomalous, e.g., 

a red six of spades and a black four of hearts ... For the normal cards the 

identifications were usually correct, but the anomalous cards were almost 

always identified without apparent hesitation or puzzlement, as normal. The 

black four of hearts might, for example, be identified as the four of either 

spades or hearts. Without any awareness of trouble it was immediately fitted 

to one of the conceptual categories prepared by prior experience .... (shown) 

the red six of spades, some would say: That's the six of spades, but there's 

something wrong with it- the black has a red border. Further increase in ex

posure resulted in still more hesitation and confusion until finally, and some

times quite suddenly, most subjects would produce the correct identification 

without hesitation. Moreover, after doing this with two or three of the anoma

lous cards, they would have little further difficulty with the others. A few sub

jects, however, were never able to make the requisite adjustment of their 

categories. 

"Awareness of anomaly opens a period in which conceptual categories 

are adjusted until the initially anomalous has become the anticipated, at this 
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point discovery has been completed." 

This account of human behavior with the unusual or the unexpected 

should be particularly admonitory to students and teachers of photography. 

They, of all persons, ought to be braced for the onslaught of new models and 

unexpected combinations of older ones that contrive to put a different face 

on things. 

SUMMARY: THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALOG 

In photography the controlling experience that may correspond roughly to 

Kuhn's paradigm is 

A body of work by an acknowledged or recognized master or by a group 

of photographers with similar viewpoints which 

1. focuses attentions on visual experience by 

a. providing model problems 

b. model solutions 

Basic sources of these guiding bodies of work are 

1. master photographer's vision 

2. suddenly accessible experience 

a. physical accessibility 

b. psychological accessibility (permission of the culture) 

3. technological changes 

The master models serve to 

1. fix our vision or hold our attention in place 

2. expand and perfect our understanding of experience 

3. provide us with new visual means or imagery 

Limitations of these models may be both 

1. technical 

2. esthetic (both may restrict our vision) 

3. we may find no smooth transition from model to model. 

Paradigms for much of the world's photographic work appear to be ade

quate and well supported. When they are useful, the photographer is paid to 

do the work. 

Paradigms for the art of photography are much less familiar and are 

supported in a fashion more haphazard than were the ancient alchemists. 
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The black and white photograph has become almost universally like 

penguins. Slightly and unintentionally comic. 

One of the most important new paradigms for our time uses the outrageous 

visual quotation, the take-off, the savage Swiftian attack, a combination of 

rage and laughter. 

Such a paradigm, originated by Robert Forth, is full of high energy and 

exasperating truths. 

The transcript of this lecture, which was delivered at the Maryland Institute. Dee. 6, 1963, 

was originally published in mimeograph form by the Photographers Exhibition Service. This 

service was organized by Professor Smith in 1959. Portions of Mr. Kuhn's article are quoted 

with the kind permission of the author and are copyrighted. 1962. by the University of Chicago 

Press. 

NEW FIGURES 

IN A CLASSIC TRADITION 

Thomas Hess, in his essay, "Aesthetic in Camera," pays tribute from the art 

world to Aaron Siskind's photographs: tribute, one of a number, that places 

Siskind's work in the small body of photography for which major artists have 

evinced genuine interest and enthusiasm. This said, a larger question must be 

faced: What is photography's debt to Siskind, who is now in his early sixties'? It 

is large and to a considerable extent unacknowledged; furthermore, many 

photographers remain unaware that, because of Siskind's contribution, photog

raphy has finally completed its journey into the twentieth century. For, much 

to the joy of his friends among the artists and to the dismay of a number of 

photographers, Siskind has proceeded during the past twenty-five years to 

take up and solve some of the most difficult and tricky problems bequeathed us 

in the late work of Alfred Stieglitz. 

Siskind, himself, in a lecture in November 1958, traced the "basic tradi

tion for photographers today" to the work of Stieglitz after 1910. This tradition, 

as Siskind remarked, "involved a simple procedure and a rather uninvolved 

aesthetic, ... (and) has established standards of excellence and objectivity to 

which we all, no matter what our particular practice, go for nourishment and 

discipline." Siskind described this kind of photograph as "sharp all over, ... 
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with a full tonal range, ... made with the light present at the scene, ... using 
the largest possible camera, preferably on a tripod, ... the negative is printed 
by contact to preserve utmost clarity of definition, ... and the look of the fin-
ished photograph is pretty well determined by the time the shutter is clicked . 
. . . "'He called this the "classic photograph;" since it is in the "basic tradi
tion of photography, the term "traditional" is useful in discussing this kind 
of camera work. It is in this sense that the term is used here. Siskind and 
Stieglitz, each in his own way, may be termed traditional photographers. The 
way their work is related, the way their contributions to the art of photography 
differ, and the singular importance of Siskind's work to traditional photography 

today are the concerns of this essay. 
The work of Stieglitz paved the way for Siskind's, but it took an imagina

tion of exceptional force to move from the Stieglitz sky pictures (his "equiva
lents") to the remarkable visual figures of Siskind. Two men, two separate 
generations of art, two different kinds of imagination were necessary. Fortu
nately photography shares them both. Stieglitz, however, for all his matchless 
accomplishments, will I think eventually be regarded less as the North Star of 
photography and more as a continental divide, an aesthetic watershed, on one 
slope the culmination of nineteenth century traditional photography and on 
the other the first strong suggestion of what twentieth century photography is 
to become. His position, and its significance in appraising Siskind's contribu
tions, may best be examined in the light of some historical events of more than 
fifty years ago in which Stieglitz had a central role. 

(The following account is sketched to cast light on the present, not to scoff 
at decisions of the past. These we must defer to, since their consequences 
always surround us. Must we also be reminded that hindsight illuminates bril
liantly but only the past?) 

Having survived a green and footless sixty-one years of the nineteenth 
century, unwanted and unwed to any of the other arts, photography tried to 
enter the twentieth century art world in disguise consisting of a faint resem
blance to etchings, engravings and chalk or charcoal drawings of some of the 
more familiar contemporary artists of Europe and America. In 1910 photog
raphy in this attractive motley again received generous recognition as an art 
form at the Albright Gallery in Buffalo, N.Y. What seemed at the time a monu
mental victory was but the prelude to a coup de grace for misplaced ambition 
and misunderstood success. Instead of accolades, an avalanche impended, for 
which the masters of 1910 were totally unprepared. The wrong art had been 
imitated. Small exhibitions of work by Matisse, Cezanne, Rodin, African native 
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sculptors and Picasso at Stieglitz's 291 and elsewhere were followed by the 

Armory Show in February 1913, which changed completely the public notion of 

how broad the face of art might be. Against the work of a Cezanne or Van Gogh 

and the even more exasperating departures from camera vision of Matisse and 

Picasso, camera imitations of Cassatt or Whistler or lesser artists of that day 

could no longer be viewed with unqualified complacency. 

Though almost everyone was aware that photography now must do some

thing, they were less certain what it should do. As always, the problem centered 

on what a photographer ought to do with an impulse to respond to some other 

art. Unfortunately, the solving of this problem took a degree of sophistication 

supplied to few photographers. Economic and aesthetic climates have done 

little to encourage photographers to resort to new visual forms, although some 

had been uncovered incidentally by certain scientists (for example, photo

microscopists, the discoverer of Roentgen rays, and the men who had used 

photography to analyze animal locomotion). Small wonder that many photog

raphers had either meager or unexercised imaginations, or that their aspira

tions to make art brought them to the safe ground of accepted or conventional 

work. Nor did such experience give much help in answering the questions 

raised by the shocking new art introduced in the Armory Show. Was it really 

art? If it was, and photographs were art, why did the two look so strange to

gether? Should, could, photographs be made that would bear any resemblance 

to these works? None of these questions could be easily or quickly answered. 

Stieglitz had said that photographs should be a "direct expression of today," 

and amplified this suggestion by expressing admiration for the "brutally direct" 

work of the young Paul Strand. As late as a decade after the Armory Show, 

Stieglitz wrote of his sky or cloud photographs: "I know exactly what I have 

photographed. I know I have done something which has never been done

... " No matter how one might choose to interpret such Delphic utterances, 

two broad courses lay open for photographers. They could study the new art 

for structures that were adaptable to traditional photography and incorporate 

these into photographs made directly from nature. Or, by one of several com

binations of photographic and nonphotographic techniques, they could create 

a synthetic imagery (more photo-pictures than photographs) quite close in 

spirit to the new art, but a whole world away from traditional photography. 

In the circumstances, it is remarkable that any photographer would con

sider either course. Photography, always a hand-me-down of the arts, had won 

twentieth century recognition with a bet on art that already had begun to look 

old fashioned. Must it now choose to gamble its small prestige by trying to 
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resemble art forms that had aroused a storm of ridicule and rage in Europe and 

America? What hardihood it must have taken to wager one's time and talent at 

such odds. Yet some photographers did this; we have the photographs: early 

Strand still lifes; Coburn's Vortographs; still lifes by the elder Weston, of 

common household articles; by Bruguiere, of cut-out paper shapes; and geo

metrical compositions by Steichen, of fruit and other objects. All have an "arti

ficial" look. After the War of 1914-1918, many artists and photographers under

took work that rested on these same impulses: photomontages by Max Ernst, 

John Heartfield, George Grosz and Moholy-Nagy and a variety of work by a 

number of others in Dada, Bauhaus or Surrealist ranks. Judged by their photo

graphs, the traditionalists were a serious group, and this wild new work was 

hardly to their taste. Most objectionable, however, was the tendency of the 

"photomonteurs" to cut photographs into bits which were reassembled in a 

totally new synthesis which could quite correctly be interpreted as an attack 

on the traditional spatial structures of photography. 

The remarkable document "Photo-Eye," edited by Franz Roh and Jan 

Tschichold for the Film and Foto international exhibition in Stuttgart in 1929, 

shows the vigor with which these new images were produced. 

(Roh's essay "Mechanism and Expression" in the same volume gives the 

viewpoints of thirty-six to forty-five years ago that yielded these synthetic 

photo-pictures. Although the translation printed here is in awkward English, 

the ideas will reward any reader.) 

Stieglitz did not take this road. Instead, with his customary vigor, he en

joined photographers to believe in photography and avoid flim-flam, trickery 

and any "ism." He then set out to revitalize traditional photography, and suc

ceeded so well that he made it look more like a new style than an old one. For 

those who followed him, not only was photography dragged clear out of the 

quicksand of imitation, but many photographers were also persuaded that a 

camera picture should look only like an object a camera has been pointed at. 

Stieglitz did not mean this; certainly his concern for contemporary aesthetic 

theory and his concept of equivalents bear this out, but the impression held. 

He also, perhaps unintentionally, appeared to support the idea that great pho

tographs should look a good deal like nineteenth century photographs, except 

that the tones should be black and modulated more subtly. But most impor

tantly, his consummate skill with structures derived from twentieth century 

painting elevated photography's capacity for depiction (for producing impres

sive descriptive illusion of an object or scene) to a high art. For this unequaled 

accomplishment, traditional photography is ever in his debt, and all traditional 
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photographers who came after him have had to walk in his gigantic shadow. 

Unfortunately an equally important problem remained without solution: 

what resources of allusion were available to traditional photography? As is true 

in other arts, in photography descriptive illusion is to a great extent antagonistic 

to allusion (that is, a reference to some object or meaning not clearly pictured). 

The makers of synthetic photo-pictures lacked almost all access to descriptive 

illusion as a unified effect, which was the great strength of traditional photog

raphy. They did have, however, an endless capacity and means for inventing 

allusions. The traditionalists in photography, on the other hand, rejecting 

utterly the resources of the makers of synthetic photo-pictures, commanded an 

inexhaustible supply of descriptive illusion. These two resources must be 

satisfactorily reconciled before photography could be used effectively as a 

twentieth century art. For traditional photography, which had been too mechan

ical, crude and truthful to fit nineteenth century art standards, would find itself 

too heavily burdened with descriptive illusion and too lacking in a capacity for 

allusion to qualify for the twentieth century. This problem was coming ever 

more clearly into view when, in 1937, Stieglitz for the last time laid aside his 

camera. 

With his technical virtuosity, and the energy of his younger days, Stieglitz 

might have provided adequate solutions. As it was, the task fell to others, 

among them Aaron Siskind. From the early 1940's on, Siskind has addressed 

himself to the central problems of traditional photography still left unsolved. 

At first perhaps naively, but soon with the skill and uncanny sense of what is 

necessary and correct that always marks the indispensable pioneer, Siskind 

proceeded to provide the missing answers for which photographers, many of 

them without realizing it, had been waiting. 

Noting that descriptive illusionistic detail, when redundant or over-precise, 

tends to cancel out both the strength and mystery of a figurative art, Siskind 

resorted to neglected methods within the scope of straightforward traditional 

photographic technique to restore the necessary balance between what the 

camera pictures and what the photographer feels. Using carefully composed 

details from nature, he placed descriptive illusion completely at the service of 

lively new figures rich with contemporary meaning. 

As he continued working, Siskind also realized the exceptional clumsiness 

with which earlier photographers had handled allusions to the other arts. They 

had tried numerous devices: the directed subject clothed or unclothed, the 

simulated exotic costume, the simulated setting or predicament, and imitation 

of another way of marking, as with chalk or pencil. Based on such work, any 
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injunction not to be influenced by the arts of painting and drawing was likely to 

be a doctrine less of wisdom than of despair. 

Yet allusion has a peculiar power that need not be abandoned. Harold 

Rosenberg, in his book on Arshile Gorky, writes " ... art as resurrection of art 

gave prominence to three formal principles: allusion, parody, quotation. Of 

these, the first is the most profound, the true ghostly principle of historical 

revival, since by allusion the thing alluded to is both there and not there ... 

Allusion is the basis upon which painting could, step by step, dispense with 

depiction without loss of meaning: on the contrary, depiction as was already 

well realized in the nineteenth century, could be an obstacle to communication 

of the artists' meaning, besides having its age-old mystery extracted by the 

camera .... " 

Siskind faced up to another central problem for photography at this point: 

how to strike a balance between depiction, which as Rosenberg indicates had 

become the assigned task of the photograph, and allusion through which the 

shapes of art and nature were now capable of generating new meanings. 

Siskind's masterly stroke was to demonstrate, well within the limits of tradi

tional photographic means, that what had been seen, even by a perceptive 

critic, only as opposing forces could be reconciled and used in photography to 

support one another. It thus became possible for the photographer who so 

desired, to place the full power of descriptive illusion (which had always been 

the chief public virtue of the photograph) at the service of allusion. This per

mitted the use of visual figures in ways analogous to the metaphors of language. 

As for his own work, unlike his less fortunate predecessors who had chosen to 

imitate the appearance of art and not its impulse, Siskind, straightforward as 

always, chose to base his work on an inner impulse in complete harmony with 

the feelings and outlook of the artists whom he knew so intimately in New York 

from the 1940's on. This impulse guided his eye, where many who preceded 

him in the years up to 1918 or thereabouts had preferred to let the eye and 

accepted taste control the impulse. Siskind, by his method, achieved a coinci

dence of image and feeling with only the simplest of technical means. 

Equally important, Siskind found ways of alluding to a wide range of 

human experience. He did this by concentrating on the evocative forms and 

shapes and textures that carry for the human mind a host of inescapable asso

ciations. Thus, the event or meaning, is "both there and not there" as Rosen

berg puts it. By abandoning depiction in its usual form, Siskind thus gains all 

the powers of suggestion. In this way he can exploit the objects of parody and 

quotation as well as allusion that abound in the ragtag-bobtail world of what has 
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been worn out, lost, abandoned or misused. Here he found a host of emblems 

and symbols for twentieth century mankind. In a brief commentary on one of 

his photographs, Siskind has written: "It makes no difference what the subject 

matter is. The idea, the statement, is the only thing that counts ... I care only 

for people-I'm interested only in human destiny. It just happens that I work 

symbolically-not directly with people as subjects ... Perhaps it is that the 

forms, the shapes (in signs ) communicate more, and are more important than 

what was originally said on them." 

Time after time he succeeds in making the part stand for the entire event 

or object; the likeness of unlike objects is demonstrated with unequivocal 

force, the mystery of light and dark enlivens the eye and remains to haunt the 

mind, and the awesome forces of nature that in every instance conspire to put 

man in his place parade into view on surfaces where time and change have 

worked their surgery. 

He has shown many ingenious ways to restrain the destructive tendencies 

of descriptive illusion, which has been a notorious destroyer of metaphorical 

figures in photography. Using the devices of emphasis by tone, scale or repe

tition and then concentrating on unexpected detail in a context for which no 

one else's photographs fully prepare us, Siskind adds a constant stream of 

figures to replace those being worn out by the same means in the general run of 

photographs. We also see that Siskind has provided photography with a proper 

means of escape from every unreasonable restraint imposed upon it. Nine

teenth century space had been forced on photography by the lenses of Paul 

Rudolph and his peers. Siskind exploited the detail-bearing aspect of these 

lenses of another day, by simply eliminating the three dimensional subject and 

concentrating on tone and shape and a nearly flat surface. (Hess's essay gives 

a superb description of this accomplishment.) 
· 

He has also demonstrated some of the ways by which the photographer 

may restore to traditional tonal scales the force of metaphor by exaggeration 

and selective emphasis. In view of all this it is not too difficult to recognize that 

Siskind to a large degree has been responsible for bringing photography into 

the twentieth century. 

Whatever claims may be made for others, and there are many that can be 

made justly, there is available at present no comparable body of work that has 

addressed these problems for so long with equal attention and competence and 

has produced new figures so rich and various. Siskind, whose pictures embrace 

the concepts of reconciliation and ecological equilibrium, has discovered some 

of the most important means by which the traditional conventions of the 
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camera are brought into harmony with the symbolic and pictorial needs of the 

present. 

Of course, discoveries of this magnitude are seldom the result of an en

tirely rational plan. Rather, as Henry James stated, they" ... are like those of 

the navigator, the chemist, the biologist, scarce more than alert recognitions. 

He comes upon the interesting thing as Columbus came upon the Isle of San 

Salvador, because he had moved in the right direction for it-also because he 

knew, with the encounter, what 'making land' then and there represented. 

Nature has so placed it to his profit ... by his fine unrest. ... " 

Within a span of twelve months, the microcosm of a "picture making ex

perience" at Gloucester in the summer of 1944 became Aaron Siskind's San 

Salvador. The previous summer in Martha's Vineyard he began to work on the 

flat plane with organic objects in geometric settings. Every day he would go out 

with his old familiar equipment, all of which was relatively simple. He would 

spend the morning exposing six films on a variety of subjects and at noon when 

he was finished, although he had not consciously been aware of any immense 

effort, he would sit down to lunch exhausted. Thus was spent the entire season. 

The following summer he returned to Gloucester, only this time fresh 

from a task of photographing a collection of pre-Columbian sculpture for a New 

York exhibition. Haunted by the force of these simple shapes and rugged sur

faces, Siskind found the rocks providing echoes of the sculpture. This came as 

revelation to a photographer who had been looking for a form as meaningful as 

the music he loved and the poetry he had attempted. The rock was not denied, 

but the echo of the artifact was strong enough to hold its own form in the rock. 

Day after day, impelled by this sense of discovery he returned to the subjects 

of the previous summer only to find they were providing him with new material. 

In a literal sense, his vision had been shaped by the art he had attended so 

closely as a photographer during the winter. He was seeing with new eyes. 

What he found that summer in Gloucester in the early 1940's provided firm 

direction for his future work. This account demonstrates the falseness of the 

injunction that photography is an art so unique and special that interchanges 

with the other arts are never to photography's advantage and must be avoided 

at any cost. 

In this instance an overwhelming body of art work had provided him with 

a symbol system that completely reorganized his own vision and started him 

on the mature phase of his career that is sampled in the present book. 

Siskind's program cannot be matched for exploration and expansion of 

the photographic possibilities remaining to the traditionalist. The traditional 
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nature of his method must be emphasized because his work contains so much 

material that is rich and new that anyone who first encounters it may see very 

few connections between it and the work of Stieglitz and his direct aesthetic 

descendants. Yet there are several and some of them are important. Siskind 

has adhered strictly, almost totally, to the most rigid conventions laid down by 

the masters who set the style for twentieth century traditional photography: 

the use of a relatively large, firmly supported camera and a sharp lens; and the 

found object untouched, shown as it is found, where it is found. His distortions 

of this prescription are generally simple and available to all photographers. 

By staying technically within the strictest limits of traditional photography, 

Siskind has demonstrated that descriptive illusion may be diverted from its 

age-old task in photography, where it has been slayer of metaphors. Under his 

guidance it has become instead foster father to a host of new figures that may 

yet assume all the functions of a language of the spirit. 

Originally published in Aaron Siskind: Photographer, Rochester, George Eastman House, 

1965. Reprinted with permission of the George Eastman House. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S "SUBJECT" 

The problems faced by a photographer in locating, identifying and practicing 

his "subject" are of primary concern today, because the technical aspects of 

most regularly available "subject" are handed down and the conventional 

solutions have been established, demonstrated and published. This note is to 

outline the aspects of "subject" which may be identified, personalized, 

bounded by reasonable limits and practiced with view to presenting such "sub

ject" with authority and indications of having comprehended or felt the 

"subject" and having mastered it. 

"Subject," as used here refers to all aspects of individual human experi

ence which are capable of being summed up in a visual form that may be 

pictured photographically. This includes experience of the senses and those 

experiences which are sometimes located "within" that are related to external 

sense experience only by analogy. 

"Subject" may be pictured in appropriate objects, light effects, or analo

gous shapes that merely suggest objects or light effects. Probably, by defini-
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tion, "subject" will be on one level a report by means of light; yet it is also well 

known that it may be merely a chemical or heat-induced action. Very probably 

a change that can be seen is necessary. In my terms such a change is essential. 

On the first level, popularly acknowledged and widely practiced, is the 

technical "subject." These exercises are undertaken by beginners with en

thusiasm and let go of much too soon by most intermediate students and un

taught amateurs. The technical "subject" is involved with marking and by my 

definition marking that refers directly to light. Basically the more light the 

darker in conventional photography. Color takes on another range of problems, 

equally technical, equally elusive. 

On the second level, also popularly acknowledged and widely practiced 

is camera photography of objects in some physical space under some quality 

and amount of light. This is sufficiently satisfying for a majority of photog

raphers throughout their careers and has substantial support from the viewing 

public. It receives its authority as "subject" from this cultural acceptance, 

reinforced by the commercial and industrial advantages which are gained by 

mass consumption of materials and equipment in pursuit of these pictures. 

Here there is much guidance and anyone can find precedents and masters 

to guide the beginner. It is most challenging and today occupies a position in 

popular art akin to the problems faced by popular composers and writers, even 

actors and dancers of conventional forms. 

On a third level, perhaps occupying a different part of the forest, is the 

subject that recognizes and tries to deal with the real interaction between what 

is humanly known and what is possibly knowable. Here, for reasons not en

tirely clear, the subject becomes more personal, truer, more difficult for others 

to assess, and the results are pictures that yield their accuracy or truth or in

tensity of effect by cutting across certain grains of the culture, exposing areas 

of direct human experience that we wish to conceal or make great effort to 

avoid disclosing. Here we would find, when we examined pictures closely, 

personal human experience made universal by its humanness, by its precision, 

by its ability to give us "mysteries." 

A fourth level, achieved infrequently by masters of great energy and enor

mous insight and technical virtuosity, is the subject that entered into at the 

third level announces with authority the universality of human experience and 

for the most part dignifies it not only with attention and promise but a life

giving quality that repeated generations can respond to. Devotion to subject on 

this level is finally spontaneous, constant, expertly translated in visual terms, 

and culturally vigorous, despite neglect or counter fashions. 
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The practice of subject, then, is advised, urged, encouraged, and if prac

ticed with dedication will support the individual past onslaughts from counter

cultural forces, life-denying attitudes, discouragement and depression and 

technically misconceived undertakings. 

In practicing the subject, one must constantly consult one's sense reports 

for authenticity and intensity. One must recognize central subject by more 

than what it looks like. One probably must be patient with hints, most of which 

will be accurate, but not all of which will be noticed clearly at the first moment. 

One would strive to achieve recognition of authentic subject. 

Next one would wish to understand the art of displaying or presenting this 

subject with conviction or authority. 

This conviction will rest on a central value to which each of us can sub

scribe. These values will not always be totally understood, but will survive 

numerous questionings and doubts. 

The central value will be demonstrated by consistent use of every device 

that supports it and the rejection of every device that betrays it. 

From this system one finds a way of sustaining his or her loyalty to his 

subject, the ability to concentrate on it even when not working with camera 

and light, and finally the strength to sort the expressions of subject according 

to their intensity, honesty and general importance to the person who makes 

the pictures. 

This strength will then flow outward from the pictures to like-minded or 

like-spirited individuals who see them. This exchange validates the picture as 

a public expression and is done on a level of experience below the intellectual 

level. 

After this a certain amount of intellectual response may be used to di.:;cuss 

the special merits of what has happened within the group of observers so 

affected. 

It is this practice that is being urged. 

It is this practice that is undertaken, to some degree and with some ex

pertness, by everyone who uses his or her senses. 

It is, in my judgement, unfortunate and non-productive, to fail to practice 

one's "subject" in every dimension of which one is capable. 

From an unpublished typescript of notes for a lecture delivered at the Department of Art, 

University of Illinois, Urbana in the Spring of 1973. The same topic had been presented pre

viously in a seminar at California State University, San Francisco in the Spring in 1972 and at 

Indiana University in the Fall of 1972. 
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TREES AND SEEDS 

"When a tree matures and throws its 

annual seed, do not uproot it expecting to 

find the seed from which it grew"* 

(Saying of some 20th C Smart-Ass) 

A narrow ridge traverses the crevasse of self-doubt. Later one may reach the 
swamp of delightful self-praise glowing in twilight. This trail ridge is not 
smooth; one might even pause before starting out, asking why take this path? 
My answers would be: an artist will and it is better than no path at all, although 
not much. That is cynical and would never stop anyone, even though maps are 
scarce and inaccurate. Of course it is the only trail. 

The path goes on for life, true north somewhere within us, our compass 
mounted in our sensibilities, our energy springing from what we sense with all 
our senses as Frederick Sommer encourages me to say. Although it is not 
promised, no matter what we may think we think, art lies scattered out there 
on that high ridge for "all the years" we want to believe in it. We all hope to 
find that art, that pot of spiritual gold, the true universal coin that tomorrow 
uses. Stumbling along we trip over it and pass on as often as we find it and that 
is an unlikely fate. Tell us what this universal coin looks like we ask of those 
who are older but hardly wiser. Sometimes these in their tender later lives will 
try to give us a description. 

When, finding something strange, we look at it bemused: how different 
it appears from what the elders said; we toe into another stone and down we go 
over one side or the other, terror or stinking security keeping us from our 
journey. True hazards of the artist. I suppose what really matters is that we 

*The author suggests that the following quotations may convey related meanings: "Trees 

seldom look like seeds and usually not for long" and "You can't tell the height of a tree by the 

width of the seed." 
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take to the path totally absorbed in every step, trusting our senses, again as 

Frederick Sommer suggests, withholding not a single devotion and none of our 

energies. We must refuse to worry over what comes to us; we cannot fret. 

Public display of what we do may stop us when we ought to be on our way. 

Exhibition is not on our way. It is at best a harmless side path, a part of the 

general market-place that gives us false notions of what we are really about. 

This way of dealing with art requires the caution we might use in approaching 

a mean dog. False terrors make our compass spin just as wildly as the ones we 

think are real. Hazards enough are all about and 111st being what we are takes 

sufficient courage. Yet, all this said, we each must cross the high ridge to the 

end of our years. We belong there for all its frights and exultations. 

Photography is in reality a typical Twentieth Century mix of delicate and 

precise technology with a folk bias and Nineteenth Century esthetic assump

tions. Attitudinizing is easy and the variety of postures bequeathed us by past 

masters leave uncounted options open to the newcomer. If a photographer 

chooses to try out many attitudes or postures, he takes a labryinthine route to 

his true nature. If he selects one attitude only, one both highly appealing and 

sufficiently difficult, he may be in a bramble bush. Far less likely and rarely 

seen is the young photographer who finds his way along an uncharted path 

where none precedes and no one is willing to follow. True loneliness this, a 

condition no one really seeks. Yet each artist must find a path and eventually 

accept what it leads him to. All other goals yield to this; without it a mechanical 

dead hand takes hold and shakes the senses loose. 

Of course tradition helps. Great masters form great traditions, lesser 

masters, lesser ones according to their powers. Recognition is not always a 

touchstone but more like a will-o-the-wisp. But what help is this; who needs 

these words? 

The photographers in this portfolio have chosen to work in great traditions, 

some more prominent and notable than others. The younger members of this 

group are associated with the older ones. This connection may be helpful for 

a while; yet as in instances that abound today, may soon prove to be more 

anchor than a balloon. If both, only the person tied between will give; this can 

break the artist near his middle or at his heart. Yet warnings are no good. Life 

is in us to be spent. If you think it can be stored and saved, contemplate the 

withered apple, even taste it. 

It would be wrong to end this without a word about cleverness and cun

ning, cunning more than cleverness. In a world that behaves in a generally 

wretched manner toward art, the cunning survive, artist or not. In a world that 
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is cowardly, sometimes cowardice is confused with cunning. I do not praise 

clever cowards here. 

By cunning I really mean the behavior of the merry folk trickster, whose 

jokes however strange and painful are still familiar, whose victories become 

ours and whose ways are the ways of the world. Art unseen or overlooked is 

like this trickster, entrapping, deluding, surviving through the very misbehav

ior of those who ignore it, triumphing finally, in its own good time, on its own 

terms, no matter what the artist's real time. Who, save the artist, would wish 

it otherwise? 

Although I may not know all that I know, I will not pretend to know more 

than I think I do. Some of this present art has the trickster's "feel." That is 

not a derogatory comment. Some of the rest sits so squarely in familiar idioms 

that it must be measured against the best we know. That may be more painful 

than neglect. Yet, where there is art there is life and where life, hope. 

Returning, now, to the journey along that high trail ridge, the inference 

may be that the trip is taken alone. Not so. All those kin of the spirit are on the 

same ridge, my companions, your companions, high up there all together. This 

makes a rightful company, a worthy joint venture and that's what this group is. 

Originally published in an exhibition catalog, Meridian 1:22, Berkeley, 1972. 
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